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Nonresponsive 

On Aug 11, 2015, at 7:25 PM, "LEONIDO-JOHN, STEVEN" 
wrote: 

It's the TASC issue Yolanda explained last week, so really not a surprise. 
Unfortunately. 

Jared is traveling to Nevada tonight and then to Navajo Nation to deal with the Gold 
King mine issue. I 
Doubt he'll be reachable. If you feel the need to elevate prior to Thursday, John Lyons 
is the likely best contact. 
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I'm in the office all day tomorrow. 

slj 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 11, 2015, at 6:57 PM, Cynthia Babich 
wrote: 

Cynthia Babich 
Founder and Director, Del Amo Action Committee 
Coordinator, Los Angeles Environmental Justice Network 
P.O. Box 549, Rosamond, CA 93560 
310 769-4813 661 256-7144 

If the world was only a few feet in diameter, floating about 
a field somewhere, people would come from everywhere to marvel at it. People would 

walk around it, marveling at its big pools of water, little pools and the water flowing 
between the pools. People would marvel at the bumps on it, and the holes in it, and they 
would marvel at the very thin layer of gas surrounding it, and the water suspended in the 
gas. The people would marvel at all the creatures walking around the face of the ball, 
and at the creatures in the water. The people would declare it precious because it was 
the only one, and they would protect it so that it would not be hurt. The ball would be the 
greatest wonder known, and people would come to behold it, to be healed, to gain 
knowledge, to know beauty and to wonder how it could be. People would love it, and 
defend it with their lives, because they would somehow know that their lives, their own 
roundness, could be nothing without it. If the Earth were only a few feet in diameter 

Official Disclaimer: If this email has come to you in error we apologize and ask that you 
let us know. If you feel compelled to act upon the information you have received in error 
please ensure your actions have good intention, are just and morally aligned. 
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